On Tap
We at Vineyards
are proud to serve a fine
selection of Brews. We
proudly offer a collection of
local craft and international
brews. We rotate our taps
frequently, so be sure to ask
your server what’s new, and
follow us on Facebook,
Twitter and Instagram to
keep up with our latest
offerings. We hope you enjoy
our beer line up as much as
we do. Thank you for joining
us in the cellar.
Cheers!
05/19

1.

Whitewater, Whistling Paddler
English Style Ale
4.5% •36 IBU
Foresters Falls,
Ontario, Canada
Malty with notes of
caramel and a
nutty finish.
16oz $9.75
2. Mill Street
Original Organic
Lager
4.2% • 11 IBU
Toronto, Ontario,
Canada
Delicate floral-herbal
aroma; light palate with malty flavour,
balanced by a hint of hoppy bitterness.
16oz $9.75
3. Mill Street
Whitespace Wheat
Belgian Wit
5.% • 5 IBU
Toronto, Ontario,

Draught Beer
Flights
Vineyards Beer
Flights
“since 1979”
choose 6 out of
our 8 draughts for your
personalized Beer Flight
$ 16.75

Canada
Tart orange and apple
blossom nose lead into a smooth,
delicately sweet palate and lightly dry
finish. Subtle orange creamsicle aroma
complimented by summery floral
notes.
16oz $9.75
Pilsner

4. Big Rig, Premium
5.2% • 18 IBU
Ottawa, Ontario,

Canada
Decidedly light and
refreshing. Brewed in the finest
traditions and using premium
ingredients, ensuring
That this pilsner will
always hit the spot!
16oz $9.25

5. Orleans Brewing
Company
Billy Bob Bison
American Pale Ale
6% • 48 IBU
Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada
A local take on the
classic APA. Billy Bob Bison is
medium amber in colour with a
grapefruit, tangerine aroma. Flavours
of caramel and bread mixed with firm
hop presence, yet surprisingly very
well balanced. A drying hop finish
begs for another sip!
16oz $11.00
Juicy Ass

6. Flying Monkeys
Strong Beer

American IPA
6.5% • 69 IBU
Barrie, Ontario,
Canada
Juicy is the word we
use when we talk about hops. This
award-winning American IPA moshes
bright, fruity notes, dank hoppy
bitterness, and fresh verdant resins
with sticky malts for a softly
carbonated, unfiltered flavour. From
the busy and happy hands of the Flying
Monkeys comes Juicy Ass IPA, Art
within Art.
16 oz. $9.95
7. Big Rig Brewery,
Bongo Radler
2.9% • 8 IBU
Ottawa, Ontario,
Canada

Tastes like summer! A
hazy pink, pale light lager flavoured
with fresh sweet and tart pink
grapefruit juice. Perfect for summer.
16oz $9.75

balance of sweet and bitter flavours.
Behind its bright golden colour is a
blend of Belgian hops, giving the beer
a pleasant dry finish.
330ml Bottle $12.25

8. Kronenbourg 1664

Delirium Tremens 8.7

Blanc Witbier

%

5.% •7 IBU
France
1664 Blanc is an
original wheat beer. It is a different,
fresh and fruity white beer, slightly
bitter with hints of citrus and coriander
spices.
16oz $11.25

Initially a very good
mouthfeel of alcohol and softness.
This is followed by an increasing
bitterness, partially from the hop, but
also from the roasted malt and
chocolate malt. Towards the end of a
nice balance between bitterness, sour
and sweet.
330ml Bottle $12.95
Duvel 8.1%
Spectacular lacy white
head, fresh floral hop aromas follow
on the palate. Hint of candied
sweetness gives way to a pleasant hop
kick on the finish.
330ml Bottle $11.95
Fruli Strawberry
4.1%

Belgian
Bottles/Cans
Bacchus Old Bruin
4.5%

Fruli is a unique blend
of high quality, lightly-hopped Belgian
White Beer & pure strawberries. This
all natural, traditional and authentic
treat delivers a soft & refreshing
indulgence that is simply delicious.
330ml Bottle $11.25

Flanders Red Ale,
Ingelmunster,
A typical Flemish beer
with a pleasant wine-like taste and rich
past. This dark brown beer, which is
matured in oak casks, has a slightly
acid aftertaste.
375ml Bottle $15.75
Chimay Blue 9. %
First brewed as a
Christmas bier, is considered the
“Grande Reserve” of the Chimay line.
Aged for 5 years, this copper-brown
beer has a light creamy head and a
slightly bitter taste with a considerable
depth of fruity, peppery character.
330ml Bottle $13.25
Chimay White 8. %
The last-born bier of
the abbey, Chimay’s Tripel has a rare

Hoegaarden Original
White Ale

followed by a crisp finish.
500ml Can $7.25
Leffe Blonde 6.6%
Authentic Blonde
Abbey Bier, Leffe Blonde has subtle
taste and golden colour. Hints of
vanilla and clove infuse the bier with
an even smoother flavour.
330ml Bottle $8.35
Leffe Brune 6.5%
An authentic Abbey
Bier. Both its deep, dark brown colour
and its full, slightly sweet flavour can
be ascribed to be the use of darkly
roasted malt, making every sip just as
exceptional as the last.
330ml Bottle $8.35
Rochefort 8 Trappist
9.2%
Cloudy deep copper
brown; aromas of caramel, fruit cake,
spice and chocolate, on the palate it’s
medium full bodied with intense
flavours of bitter chocolate, earthy
hops, figs,
and spice.
330ml Bottle $14.75
Rochefort 10
Trappist 11.3%
Dark mahogany colour
offers aromas of figs, plums, dates and
honey. Fine carbonation refreshes the
palate and rewards it with an
interesting contrast in flavours.
Guaranteed to satisfy and intrigue
throughout the bottle. Share with a
friend.
330ml Bottle $15.25

5. %
Naturally cloudy, pale
gold colour; wheat beer flavoured with
coriander and orange peel for spicy &
citrus aroma and flavour.
330ml Bottle $8.50
Rodenbach Grand
Keller Premium
Lager 5. %
This Lager pours a
deep golden colour with a thin head;
the nose is fruity with notes of
pineapple and citrus. The palate is
softly carbonated and light in body
with some mild malty flavours

Cru 6. %
A blend of 1/3 young
beer and 2/3 of beer aged 2 years in
large oak vats. The more important
proportion of oak matured beer
contributes to its fruity taste,
complexity and intensity. The finish is
worthy of a great wine.

330ml Bottle $14.75
Saison Dupont 6.5%
Cloudy amber with a
lacy head.
Aromatic and complex
on the nose. Earthy with aromas of
dark fruit, green herb, cider, cooked
lemon and spice, with old apple and
balsamic/malt vinegar notes.
330ml Bottle $11.50
St. Bernardus ABT
12 10.5%
Based off the
Westvleteren recipe, and named after
the highest rank of a Trappist monk –
Abt. St. Bernardus Abt12 is considered
among the best biers in the world. Abt
12 is a very balanced beer, with a
full-bodied taste and a perfect
equilibrium between malty, bitter and
sweet.
750ml Bottle $26.95
Zeezuiper Triple 8.
%
Zeezuiper
(Zee-zweeper) is a golden malty triple
and contains coriander. The name
refers to the Zeezuiper remnant of a
vast natural area and wetland at the toll
booth Wouwse near Bergen op Zoom.
330ml Bottle $13.50

Craft-Local
Bottle/Cans
Amsterdam KLB
Raspberry Wheat
4.5% • Toronto,
Ontario
An all-natural,
unpasteurized smooth full-bodied
wheat beer brewed with toasted wheat
malt & nugget hops finished with
Raspberry flavour. Crisp with a unique
raspberry aroma & a satisfying wheat
finish.
473ml Can $9.25
Beyond the Pale Pink
Fuzz Grapefruit Wheat Beer
6. % • Ottawa,
Ontario
Not your typical wheat
beer! This American style wheat ale
utilizes west coast American hop bill
to emphasize the use of citrus in the
brewing process. Move over mimosa,
can you say grapefruit zest!
473ml Can $11.50
Big Rig Black IPA
6.2% • Ottawa,
Ontario
Earthy leafy hops,
smoky, burnt sugar, coffee, some
licorice & anise, chocolate musty
canvas and just a touch of alcohol.
This is a bit less aggressive on the nose
than some black IPA’s.
473ml Can $9.25
Collective Arts
Rhyme & Reason EPA
5.7% • Burlington,
Ontario
The flavor and aroma
of Citra, Centennial, Chinook and
Simcoe hops prevail without excessive
bitterness for maximum drinkability.
Malt sweetness of Pale Ale, Crystal
Carafoam and Wheat Flakes in the
background complements the hops for
a crisp finish.
473ml Can $9.95
Creemore Lager
5. % • Creemore
Springs, Ontario
This beer has a dark

ruby hue color with rich and deep
flavours. Sweet caramel taste leads to a
warming alcohol flavor.
341ml Bottle $7.25

Double Trouble Hops
& Robbers IPA
6.5. % • Guelph,
Ontario
Fruity aromas of lemon
with hints of pineapple combine
crisply with toasty
caramel flavours and a
tasty malt backbone. Dry hopping with
cascade hops ensure more hop
aromatics are retained in the finished
beer. A strong beer.
473ml Can $8.95
Flying Monkey
Hoptical Illusion
Almost Pale Ale
5. % • Barrie,
Ontario
Like most pale ales,
this one is hoppy, which is to say
refreshingly bitter. Clear amber in
colour, it delivers a creamy texture and
core of sweet malt and honey. Shows a
nice blast of herbs and citrus on the
finish.
355ml Bottle $7.25
Flying Monkey
Smashbomb IPA
5. % • Barrie,
Ontario
Reddish brown with a
snappy bitter hoppy start that gently
settles into a smooth malty middle.
When you think it’s over, this hop
head pokes through and leads to a
shock and awe finish.
473ml Cans $10.95
Flying Monkey Live
Transmission Milkshake IPA
6.3% • Barrie,
Ontario
This well hopped IPA
is brewed with a combination of
lactose, sugar, grapefruit, orange peel
and coconut white tea. The result is a

light golden colour with vibrant
bouquet of citrus, grapefruit, lemon
peel, fresh pine and hints of resin.
Creamy in texture with resonating
flavours and pleasing bitter note that
adds balance
473ml Cans $11.25
Hogsback Vintage
Lager
5.2 % • Ottawa,
Ontario
Light bodied with
slightly noble bitterness. A hint of
herbal hop, blonde, crisp and thirst
slacking. Beware of caramel malts that
tend to satisfy.
473ml Can $8.75

Hop City Barking
Squirrel Lager
5. % • Brampton,
Ontario
Distinct burnt orange
colour and subtle noble hop aroma.
Medium body, a pleasant hop
bitterness and caramel sweetness make
it sweet and drinkable with a slight hop
aftertaste.
341ml Bottle $7.25
Mill Street
Tankhouse Ale
Canadian Pale Ale
5.2 % • Toronto,
Ontario
Aromas of citrus and
spice with roasted notes. Complex
malty texture with a snappy bitterness
from the cascade hops.
341ml Bottle $7.25
Muskoka Cream Ale
5. % • Bracebridge,
Ontario
Unmistakable with its
rich amber colour and inviting floral
tones, the laid-back English pub-style
ale is smooth and easy-going. With a
cascade hoppiness and fuller body of
flavour, this gold-medal winning
Canadian Cream Ale is the
quintessential taste of cottage country.
341ml Bottle $7.25

Muskoka Mad Tom
IPA
6.4 % • Bracebridge,
Ontario
Inspired by late night
stories around the fire, this IPA will
instantly grab your attention.
Dry-hopped with Chinook and
Centennial hops, with a vibrant aroma,
deep flavour, crisp citrusy undertow
like no other. So, brace yourself and
crack one open for old Mad Tom.
341ml Bottle $7.75

Unibroue Blanche De
Chambly Witbier
5. % • Montreal,
Quebec
World Champion
White Beer. Pale yellow, reminiscent
of yeast, baking spices and citrus.
Pours with a fine bead and foamy
head. A light and delicately flavored
style with yeasty accents and a
pleasing touch of viscosity on the
mouth feel.
341ml Bottle $8.95

Sleeman Honey
Brown Lager

Unibroue La Fin Du
Monde Tripel

5.29 % • Guelph,

9. % • Montreal,

Ontario

Quebec

Brewed in the tradition
of cottage breweries at the turn of the
century. Refreshing smooth, full
bodied with a subtle touch of
all-natural honey. Some might think
the tradition is outdated; we just think
we got it right the first time.
341ml Bottle $7.25

Tied World
Championship Belgian Golden. Deep
golden with a slight haze. Reminiscent
of coriander, bread dough and citrus.
Thick and rich, finely beaded white
head. Subtle aroma with a
highly-carbonated palate. Light and
refreshing despite the underlying
weight.
341ml Bottle $9.25

Craft-Local
Bottle/Cans
Cont’d
St. Ambroise Apricot
Wheat Ale
5. % • Montreal,
Quebec
Golden color has
released a crisp bubbly mouth feel that
offers a slight apricot fruit flavour that
doesn’t overwhelm the palate with one
flavor.
341ml Bottle $7.25
St. Ambroise
Oatmeal Stout
5. % • Montreal,
Quebec
This Stout constantly
beats out international stouts in blind
ta stings and competitions. This
intensely black ale carries strong hints
of espresso and chocolate. The oatmeal
contributes body and ensures a
long-lasting mocha coloured head. If
you like stout you will love this one!
341ml Bottle $7.25

Whitewater Farmer’s
Daughter Blonde Ale
5. % • Forester Falls,
Ontario
This blonde is proud of
its roots. A selection of pale malted
barley infused with locally farmed
hops to create a beer that is an eye
opener on a hot summer’s day. Light,
yet defined flavours instill a sense of
the hard work and drive for drive for
quality that has gone into this blonde.
473ml Can $11.25

Beers of The

World
Austria
Samichlaus Winter
Warmer Bier
Vorchdorf, Austria
14. %
The once strongest
beer in the world is back! Brewed only
once a year on December 6.
Samichlaus is aged for 10
months before bottling.
The beer is perhaps the rarest in the
world, delivering a clear, dark amber
elixir. Dark fruit of Christmas cake,
milk chocolate and caramel in a syrupy
mouth feel. Older vintages become
more complex with a creamy warming
finish.
330ml Bottle $13.25
Stiegl Radler
Grapefruit Fruit Beer
Salzburg, Austria 2.5
%
Hazy pale lemon
colour; intense, fresh 2aromas of
grapefruit juice with a hint of sweet
malt; sweet and tart grapefruit juice
flavors with refreshing grapefruit pith
and malt in the finish.
500ml Can $10.95
Canada
Big Rock
Grasshopper Wheat Ale
Calgary, Alberta 5.
%
Light on the palate, yet
packed with flavour and European hop
aroma, with fruity or citrusy notes.
341ml Bottle $6.95
Big Rock Warthog
Ale
Calgary, Alberta
4.5%
Medium amber, full
head; aromas of toasted malt and fruity
hops; A very complex beer.
341ml Bottle $6.95

Granville English
Pale Ale

5. % • Granville,
British Columbia,
2011 Gold World Beer
Champion. A true pale ale this beer
has caramel malt
flavours, light malt
bitterness and is brimming with West
Coast flavors.
341ml Bottle $7.25
China
Tsingtao Premium
Lager
Central Qinqdao

delicately pronounced but not
over-powering. This pilsner has a
creamy center to it. Very enjoyable
and easy!
500ml Can $7.75
Pilsner Urquell
Plzen, Czech
Republic 4.4%
Deep orangey gold.
Reminiscent of citrus fruit, toasted
bread and fresh herbs. The finish is full
flavoured and incredibly long.
330ml Bottle $6.75

4.5%
Pale Straw colour,
medium bodied with mild bitterness
hops and malt. Reminiscent of citrus
fruits. Pleasant and clean with a
refreshing carbonated note and
lingering finish.
330ml Bottle $6.25
Croatia
Karlovacko Lager
Karlovac, Croatia 5
%
This is a classic pilsner
with a light malt flavour and hoppy
finish.
500ml Can $8.25

Beers of The
World
Cont.
Denmark
Carlsberg 0.0 Alcohol
Pilsner
Denmark 0 %
Refreshing with a crisp
hoppy bite,
Everything you would
expect from a well balance Pilser…just
crafed to contain zero alcohol, and half
the calories of the regular Pilsner.
500ml Can $7.25
England
Abbot Ale
England, United

Czech Republic
Czechvar Premium
Pilsner
Ceske Budejovice,
Czech Republic
5. %
Czechvar is the special
name given to the world-famous bier
brewed in Czech Republic. Over 700
years of brewing experience have gone
into this fine golden original,
acknowledged by many connoisseurs
to be one of the finest lagers in the
world.
330ml Bottle $7.75
Kozel Premium
Lager
Velke Popovice,
Czech Republic 4.8%
Winner of a gold
medal at the World
Beer Championship.
Lightly laced froth eases you into a
very charming pilsner. The hops are

Kingdom 5. %
Amber in color with a
long-lasting head; floral, oatmeal, malt
and hops aromas; medium-bodied,
creamy taste with a clean bitter finish.
500ml Can $8.25
Boddingtons Pub
Cream Ale
England, United
Kingdom 4.8 %
An authentic English
Cream Ale that
pours with an initial
clouding that clears slowly to produce
a unique, pale golden colour and thick
creamy head, thus its name “Cream of
Manchester”. Brewed since 1778 in
Strangways Brewery, UK.
440ml Can $10.50
Fuller’s Extra Special
Bitter

England, United
Kingdom 5.9 %
Rich mahogany
appearance, 4 hops impart grassy and
peppery notes. The 2 malts deliver the
biscuit toffee elements.
500ml Can $10.25
Fuller’s London
Porter
England, United
Kingdom 5.4 %
Deep brown colour,
chocolate, malt and molasses flavours
leads to a long pleasant bitter, roasted
coffee finish.
500ml Can $10.25
Hobgoblin Ruby Ale
England, United

inviting refreshing experience.
330ml Bottle $8.25

Newcastle Brown Ale
England, United
Kingdom 4.7 %
Dark amber colour,
medium bodied with a chewy texture.
On the palate, nutty, roasted malt and
chocolate.
330ml Bottle $7.75
Young’s Double
Chocolate Stout
England, United
Kingdom 5.2%
Deep brown colour
presents a delicious creamy
cappuccino head to sop through. Real
dark chocolate is used in the recipe,
think baker’s chocolate with malt, still
leaves the finish dry and not sweet.
500ml Bottle $12.95

330ml Bottle $8.75

Kronenbourg 1664

Erdinger Dunkell

Pale Lager

Weissbier

France, 5. %
Pale, yellow in colour.
A smooth rounded beer slightly
sparkling with small bubbles. Medium
density, with aromas of citrus, peach
with grainy notes.
330ml Bottle $8.75

Germany, 5.3 %
A rich smooth
Bavarian wheat beer. Delicious malty,
spicy flavour.
500ml Bottle $11.50
Hacker-Pschorr
Weisse

Kronenbourg 1664
Blanc
France, 5. %
Cloudy straw yellow
colour, with a touch of spice that leads
to a creamy lemon and hop finish.
330ml Bottle $8.25

Kingdom 5. %
Amber brown colour;
mocha coffee, spicy hops and almond
aromas; chocolate, coffee, smoke and
hoppy flavours with a long finish.
500ml Can $11.50

beer.

Germany
Aventinus
Doppelbock Wheat
Germany, 8.2 %
World Champion
Dunkel-Wiezen. Tawny Amber.
Reminiscent of freshly baked bread
and sweet herbs. Highly aromatic with
a rich, complex maltaccented palate and
viscous mouthfeel through to a long,
lingering finish.
500ml Bottle $11.25

Germany, 5.5 %
Deep copper, with
brilliant clarity. Full bodied mild
bitterness. Nougat, brown spices and
bread dough on the nose with an
extremely well balanced lengthy
finish.
500ml Bottle $11.95
Paulaner
Hefe-Weizen
Germany, 5.5 %
Cloudy hazy blonde
beer from Munich puts up a frothy
crown very easily and maintains it for
about 30 seconds. Very refreshing.
Both flavours of citrus and sweetness
dissipate quickly and lead you to a
creamy satisfying finish.
330ml Bottle $7.75
Schneider
Weisse-Hefe

Becks Non-Alcoholic
Beer
Germany, .00 %
Light amber colour,
this non-alcohol beer boasts a full rich
thick head and balanced bitterness.
330ml Bottle $7.25

Germany, 5.4 %
Dark amber wheat beer
with hazy appearance. Reminiscent of
brown rice, citrus peel and bread
dough. Fully flavored and assertive
with a sense of depth and lingering
bitterness to the finish.
500ml Bottle $11.50

Erdinger Weissbrau
France
Desperados Tequila
Flavoured Beer
France 5.9%
Golden lager brewed in
France and infused with tequila
flavouring. Clear bottle makes for an

Alkoholfrei
Germany, .04 %
A refreshing isotonic
recovery drink. It provides the body
with essential vitamins such as folic
acid and B12 which help reduce
fatigue. This is an alcohol-free wheat

Beers of The
World
Cont’d
Schofferhofer
Grapefruit Radler

Germany, 2.5 %
Hazy pale orange
colour; aromas of pink grapefruit,
orange zest and biscuit; on the palate,
it is delightfully juicy and refreshing
with flavours of pink grapefruit,
biscuit and a touch of clove.
500ml Can $10.25
Warsteiner Pilsner
Germany, 4.8 %
A pilsner style beer is
Warsteiner’s most popular beer and is
exported to over 60 countries. The
ingredients are forest spring water,
two-row malted summer barley and
only German hops.
330ml Bottle $8.25
Weihenstephaner

355ml Bottle $8.25
Ireland
Guinness Stout
Ireland, 4.29%
Opaque black colour.
Reminiscent of milk chocolate, sweet
herbs and marzipan. Refreshingly
carbonated and lively on the palate
with an enticing, mildly sweet
character.
440ml Can $9.25
Harp Lager
Ireland, 5. %
Pale yellow colour,
reminiscent of citrus fruits that linger
on the palate. Nice amounts of hops
and carbonation.
500ml Can $9.25

Hefe-Weisse
Germany, 5.4%
A snap of orange fruit
with yeasty notes cleanses and
refreshes the palate for more great beer
or a meal!
500ml Bottle $12.25
Holland
Grolsch Premium
Lager
Holland, 5. %
Medium Gold.
Reminiscent of freshly mown grass,
smoke and bread. Tart and refreshing,
with a powerful herbaceous
component and well-integrated
structure. Comes in it classic swing top
bottle.
450ml Bottle $13.00
Hollandia Lager
Holland, 5. %
Aromas of sweet
grains, malts and sharp hops. Clear
golden appearance. Crisp clean finish
that makes you want more!
450ml Can $7.25

Kilkenny Cream Ale
Ireland,4.3 %
Amber in colour with
subtle malty notes of almonds. Classic
Irish ale owned by Guinness.
500ml Can $9.75
Smithwick’s Ale
Ireland, 5. %
Amber colour with
copper hues. Rich bitter sweet
chocolate malt flavours with a lasting
thirst quenching bitter finish.
500ml Can $8.95
Jamaica
Dragon Stout
Jamaica, 7.5%
This is a sweet, nutty,
flavourful, smooth stout.
300ml Bottle $7.25
Red Stripe Lager
Jamaica, 4.7%
Pale straw yellow in
colour. Clean and refreshing with a
hoppy finish. The beer of Jamaica!
330ml Bottle $6.25
Mexico
Dos Equis Lager
Mexico, 4.6%
Crisp and refreshing
up-front light body, the palate is clean,
dry grainy and very drinkable with an
agreeable biscuit like malt flavor.

Negra Modelo
Mexico, 5.3%
Dark colour displays
rich robust malt flavors which leads to
a nice fruity spice on the finish.
355ml Bottle $8.25
Netherlands
La Trappe Tripel
Netherlands 8. %
This ale owes its crisp
and spicy character to the use of
coriander and other spices and herbs,
as well as to post-fermentation in the
bottle. Despite its full, rich flavor, this
out-of-the-ordinary ale still has a light
and dry aftertaste with a touch of bitter
finesse.
750ml Bottle $28.95
Poland
Lezajsk Lager
Poland, 5.5%
Lovely apple &
pineapple nose, beautiful blonde
colour with a clean delicious flavour of
fresh brew. Hard to pronounce, easy to
like.
500ml Bottle $8.50
Zyweic Lager
Poland, 5.5%
Deep gold in colour.
Reminiscent of toasted grain, smoke
and herbs. Profoundly aromatic with
lovely carbonation and a fine beaded
head.
500ml Bottle $8.25
Portugal
Sagres Lager
Portugal 5. %
Light honey yellow
colour. Lightly carbonated that is
followed by some nice hops in the
middle. Reminiscent of green apples
and some unripe pear.
330ml Bottle $6.25
Super Bock Ale
Portugal 5.2%
Golden light blonde

colour, light creamy texture explodes
on the palate. The hops are gently
stated, and a slight flavor of banana is
enjoyed.
330ml Bottle $6.25

500ml Can $8.25
Spain
Estrella Damm Lager
Spain, 4.99%
Pale yellow with a
slightly cloudy appearance. Creamy
and fresh texture, soft volume and
delicate carbonic with a long aftertaste.
500ml Can $8.95

Beers of The
World
Cont
Russia
Baltika Classic 7
Russia, 5.4%
No preservative in this
big blonde.
Full flavoured
maltiness with European hops.
500ml Bottle $9.50
Scotland
Innis & Gunn
Bourbon Barrell Aged Scotch Ale
Scotland, 6.6%
This unique bourbon
barrel aging process unlocks flavours
like vanilla and toffee, which combine
with the malty character of this Scotch
Ale to create an incredible taste
experience. Barrel Aged first fill
bourbon barrels using a unique barrel
into the beer process.
330ml Bottle $8.25
Crabbie’s Original
Ginger Beer
Scotland, 4. %
Dark amber gold
colour; intense aromas of ginger, spice,
with notes of oak and cedar; sweet,
medium bodied, frothy carbonation,
with flavours of sweet ginger, spice
and citrus notes; pleasantly balanced
on the finish.
500ml Bottle $15.95
Singapore
Tiger Lager
Singapore, 5. %
Has won over 30 gold
medals for this golden colours gem.
Slightly sweet on the palate. Very
straightforward, minimal hop presence.

Estrella Daura

Anchor Steam Lager
San Francisco, USA
4.8. %
Golden in colour with
a distinctive hop aroma, the palate is
dry, the beer is refreshing and has a
clean, crisp finish.
355 ml Bottle $8.25
Coor’s Light Lager
Colorado, USA 4. %
Light yellow, thirst
quenching and full of fruit character,
with subtle combination notes of
grassiness and malt, just like popped
corn.
341 ml Bottle $7.25

Damm Lager
** Gluten Free
Spain, 5.4 %
The Damm Master
Brewers and the gluten council gave
great news to the world. Together they
developed the first gluten-free beer.
Daura maintains the flavour of real
veers as it is made with the same main
ingredient: barley malt.
330 ml Bottle $7.75
Sri Lanka
Sinha Stout
Sri Lanka, 8.8%
Also, known as Lion
Stout. Dark, thick and rich aromas of
mocha and teriyaki sauce. Bitter
chocolate on the palate with an
interesting tangy finish.
330ml Bottle $9.25

Goose Island IPA
Chicago, USA 5.9 %
Fruity aroma set off by
a dry malt middle and long hop finish.
341 ml Bottle $7.50
Samuel Adams Lager
Boston, USA 4.8 %
Burnished gold colour.
Reminiscent of citrus fruit and dried
flowers. Well-crafted with a rich lacy
head and consistently creamy palate
feel.
473ml Can $9.25
Shock Top Belgian
Style

Thailand
Singha Lager
Thailand, 5. %
Pale light yellow in
colour. Lightly hopped with a light
caramel flavour on the finish.
330ml Bottle $8.25
Ukraine
Lvivske 1715 Lager
Ukraine, 5. %
Throws a big frothy
head and invites you to enjoy a mild
hoppy aroma followed by a lightly
malt and hop finish.
500ml Bottle $9.25
USA

USA 5.2 %
We’ve shaken up
traditional tastes by brewing a spiced
Belgian-style wheat ale and real
orange, lemon and lime peels and then
added a little coriander spice to the
mix.
473ml Can $9.95

Peach Cider
(seasonal)
Toronto, Canada 4.5
%
Very refreshing and
crisp, easy to
drink that isn’t too
sweet or sour. Its flavour is quite
candied – reminding us slightly of the
peach drink you used to get at Tim
Horton’s.
473ml Can $10.25
Magners Irish Pear
Cider

CIDERS
Brickworks Batch
1904
Dry Apple Cider
Toronto, Canada 4.7%
Medium lemon colour
with light carbonation; the nose
immediately detects fresh orchard
apples, lively citrus zest and a hint of
spice; palate is dry with crisp acidity
and flavours of homemade apple pie
filling.
473ml Can $10.95
Brickworks Queen
Street
Semi Sweet Apple
Cider
Toronto, Canada 5. %
Clear pale gold in
colour, with a long-lasting head of lacy
foam, medium plus intensity of aroma,
with notes of ripe and lightly bruised
apple; on the palate, clean, crisp and
milky sweet. Flavours of ripped apple,
white blossoms and honey.
473ml Can $10.25
Brickworks Stadium
Island

Ireland, 4.5 %
Pale straw yellow
colour with fine
bubbles; aromas of
ripe pear with notes of apple sauce,
apple p
eel and blossom;
medium sweet and creamy on the
palate. Flavors
of sweet pear puree on
a clean and pleasant lingering finish.
500ml Can $11.50
Strongbow Cider
England, UK 4.5 %
Clear gold in colour
with a thin head;
aromas of apple,
brown
sugar and cinnamon on
the nose. Palate is light with lively
carbonation and subtle sweetness
followed by a short crisp finish.
500ml Can $10.25

